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NATIONAL ADVEORY COWITIEE FOR AERONAUTICS
TECHNICAL NOTE 3786
HANDBOOK OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY
PART VI - STRENGTH OF STIFFENED CUKVEDPIATES AND SHELLS
By Herbert Becker
A comprehensive review of failure of stiffened curved plates aud
shells is presented.
Panel instability in stiffened curved plates and general instability
of stiffened cylinders are discussed. The loadings considered for the
plates are axial, shear, aml the conibinationof the two. For the cyl-
inders, bending, externsl pressure, torsion, transverse shear, and colu-
binations of these loads sre considered.
General instability in stiffened cylinders was investigated. For
bendiw snd torsion loads, test data and theory were correlated. For
exter&l. pressure several”existing theories
of this investigation a unified theoretical
eral instability in stiffened cylinders was
The objective
is to continue the
a review of theory
ened curved plates
INTRODUCTION
w&e compsxed. As a result
approach to analysis of gen-
develcqed.
of this part of the “Handbook of Structural Stability”
comprehensive survey of the field of instability by
and data pertaining to failure by buckling of stiff-
and Shdh .
The literature on general instability of stiffened cylinders con-
sists of experimental data obttied by some investigators and the-
devised by others particularly under bending loads. However, in no
case was correlation of the two obtained. Consequently, at present,
only empirical data are available to engineers. A SOU31d mathematical
foundation, correlated with theory, does not exist. However, effecting
this correlation appears to be possible by use of the published litera-
ture, and therefore a major portion of this report is devoted to an
attempt to effect such correlation.
1
.
.
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In order to obtti a proper perspective on instability of shells
it a~ears pertinent to review briefly the field of structural stability
as contained in the preceding parts of this Handbook (refs. 1 to 5).
Comparison of the buckling stress with ~erimentally determined vslues
has yielded good correlation for flat and curved plates, separately or
in combination, in a variety of loading conditions in both the elastic
and inelastic stress ranges (Parts 1, II, and 111, refs. 1, 2, and 3,
respectively). Huwever, attempts to apply efiensions of t~s a~r~ch
to calculation of failure in unstable elements have been.relativel.y
unsuccessful. An effective semiempirical approach to this problem is
described in Parts IV andV (refs. 4 and 5, respectively).
For some types of structures, such as flat plates, the failing load
may exceed the buckling load by a large percentage. InPsz% III (ref. 3)
this was ascribed to the induction of tensile menibranestresses in the
plate, at lsrge deflections, which presumably act to restrain postbuck-
ling deflections. For @ally compressed isotropic cylinders, however,
the induced menibraneforces wouldbe canpressive and consequently would
tend to generate an unstable postbuckling condition. This would cause
buckling and failure to be coincident. When the membrane forces are
neutral, as in isotropic cylinders in torsion or under inward pressure>
buckling and failure would tend to be coincide@.
When these considerations are extended to stiffened cylinders, it
appears reasonable to anticipate equality of buckling and failure
stresses for those designs in which panel instability is avoided. How-
ever, if psnel instability should occur first, the cylinder may continue
to csrry load until the frames fail, b which case the failure stress
could exceed the buckling stress.
At present, the e~erimental data on failure of stiffened curved
plates end shells are correlated with empirical methods of analysis. In
this report, the correlation of general instability data with theory is
presented. The analytic procedure involves the use of differential eqya-
tions employing solutions based on observations of structural behavior
during tests. A discussion of the modes of failure encountered in
‘stiffenedcurved plates and shells is presented in the section entitled
“Review of Existing Data.”
The strength of stiffened curved plates, which relates principally
to panel instability, is discussed in the section entitled “Strength of
Stiffened Curved Plates.n The remainder of the report deals with general
instability of stiffened shells.
The last comprehensive survey of the background of the field of
general instabilitywas presented by the Guggenheim Aeronautical
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, (GALCIT) under the spon-
sorship of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (refs. 6 to
.
b
.
.
.
r
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14). Since then a large mass of theoretical and experimental data,has
been published, such as the work done by the Polytechnic Ihstitute of
. Brooklyn, Aeronautical Laboratory (PIBAL) (refs. 15 to 25). The history
of the field is brought up to date in the section entitled “Review of
Existing Data,” which includes an evaluation of the state of the art up
to the present time.
In the past the major investigative effort in the field of general
instability was focussed on the problem of bending of stiffened circular
cylinders. This topic is discussed in the section entitled “Bending
General Instability,” which contains data for designing to avoid bending
general instability. In aircraft construction this type of general
instability is the one most likely to occur out of the vsrious @es
possible, end consequently it is feasible to consider the possibility
of optimum design for bending. This is discussed in the section
entitled “Optimum Design for Bending.”
. The effect of cutouts upon the general instability stress of a
stiffened circuler”cylinder is examined in the section entitled “Cutout
Cylinders in Bending Genersl Instability,” in which a simplified approach
to the analysis of symmetric cutouts is described. The theories relating
to general instability under external pressure-are reviewed in the sec-
tion entitled “Pressure General Instability.”
.
.
The general instability under shear loadings is described in the
section entitled “Torsion General Instability,” which relates to torsion
loads, and in the section entitled “Transverse-ShearGeneral Instability,”
which applies to transverse shear. Test data are compared with theory
for torsion loads to find the relative strengths under torsion and shear
loadings. Interaction under combined torsion and bending is discussed
in the section entitled “CcmibinedBendhg and Torsion Instability.”
The state of the art is reviewed in the last section in the light
of the data contained in this report. On the basis of this evaluation
it is possible to make recommendations for applications of the tits to
design and analysis of stiffened curved plates and shells. The proce-
dures tobe followed are described in the appendix.
This survey was conducted at New York University under the sponsor-
ship and with the financial assistance of the NACA and under the direc-
tion of Dr. George Gerard.
SYMBOLS
area of frsme, sq in.
area of stiffener, sq in.
---—. .—. — _
— —. .._ ._.
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.
.
b
b’
stiffener spacing, in.
effective span of frsme for inward-bulge buckling (fig. 2
in.
.
c coefficient in modified classical equation for axial
compression buckling of isotropic cylinder
parameters in orthotropic-buckling-stressequation
end-fixity coefficient for axially compressed stiffeners
(d/L’)2
coefficient in frame-spring-constant expressionCili
D
d
E
e
F
dissieterjin.
frsme spacing, in.
modulus of elasticity, psi /
.
eccentricity of frsme centroid frm center of sheet, in.
parameter of stiffened cylinders for external-pressure
general testability
.
sheer modulus of elasticity, E/[2(1+ v)], pSiG
$ parsmeter in expression for bending general instability
stress
distributed bending moment of inertia of frame, ~f/d,
Cu in.
If
distributed bending moment of inertia of stiffener, 7Jb,
cu in.
Is
bending moment of inertia of frsme, ino4
bending mment of inertia of stiffener, in.4
moment of inertia o cutout cylinder cross section about
neutral axis, in.~
— .
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1=
J
‘f
.
.
L
.
.
%e
%
M
M.
m
Nx
‘w
‘Y
c.
.
:;
.
5
moment of inertia of cutout cylinder cross section about
horizontal diameter, in.4
Jf i-Js, cu fi=
distributed torsional moment of inertia of frame, ~f/d,
Cu in.
distributed torsional moment of inertia of stiffener,
78/b,Cu in.
torsionsl mment of “inertiaof
torsional moment of inertia of
frsme spring constant per inch
psi
buckling-stress coefficient for
pressure
buckling-stress coefficient for
buckling-stress coefficient for
length of cylinder, in.
frsme, in.4
stiffener, in.4
of effective span, P/b’E,
hydrostatic inwaxd
torsion
radial inward pressure
effective length of axially c~ressed stiffener (fig. 2),
in.
bending moment, in-lb
bending moment in uncut cylinder at general instability,
in-lb
axial.’wamform parameter
axial applied loading, lb/in.
shear applied loading, lb/in.
applied circumferential loading, lb/in.
—.
—. . .. ...-.————
—.-. .
6n
P
Pcr
P
%
Qt>%’>q
R
%?%
T
To
t
t=
tf
tB
%
v
v
W)ii
w
we
w~
x,y
F
..
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circumferentialwaveform parameter
concentrated radial load applded to frsme to determine
effective spring constant, lb
criticel axial load for stiffener, lb
pressure loading, psi
parameter for bending general instability
parameters for torsionsl general instability
cylinder radius, in.
shear. and compression-stress ratios
torque, in-lb
torque at general instability, in-lb
thickness of sheet, in.
equivalent sheet thickness, in.
distributed frsme sxea, Af/d, in.
distributed stiffener area, As/b, in.
effective thiclmess of sheet for shearing rigidity, in.
shesr load, 1%
tangential displacement, in.
frame stiffness parameters (eqs. (22) and (23))
radial displacement, in.
effective width of sheet per side of stiffener, in.
maximum radial U.splacement on inward-bulge buckle, in.
axial and tangential coordinates, in.
distance from coordinate fiber to centroidal axis, in.
,
.
.
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,
.
z, Z.
.
%!
z
z
?
8
f%
v
‘w’ ‘Yx
%
P~
u
u=
Ucr
‘Y
section modulus for cut and uncut cylinders, cu in.
cylinder curvature parameter, (L2/R) (1 . v2)1/2
(b2/Rt)(1 - #)
1/2
plate curvature parameter,
distance to neutral axis of frsme plus effective sheet
measured from sheet center, in.
t
half angle of cut cylinder, radians
panel efficiency coefficient
parsmeter related to wave-length ratio, n/m
radial deflection of frsme uuder concentrated radial load,
in.
Solidity
plasticity-reduction factor
angle of cutout, radians
psrsmeter for evaluating bending general instability
Poisson’s ratio for isotropic structures
x and y Poisson’s ratios for orthotropic structures
frame section radius of gyration, in.
stiffener section radius of gyration, in.
stress, psi
compressive stress at bending general instability, psi
compressive buckling stress of sheet, psi
circumferential normal stress under external pressure at
general instability, psi
- . . . . . ———. —
—.— - ..—. — ——__ _ _
I8
‘Cr
‘v
Subscripts:
0
av
c
CY
f
s
Y
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f
shearing stress at torsional general instability
generalized plasticity-reduction factor
sheer buckling stress of sheet, psi
shearing stress at shear genersl instability, psi
general singleon cylinder cross section (fig. 2), radians
angle to terminus of inward bulge (fig. 2), radians
optimum design
average
compression
compressive yield
pertaining to frame
pertaining to stiffener
y-d@ection
I
.
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REVIEW CI?EXISTINGW!TA
Introduction
The present knowledge concerning the failure of stiffened curved
plates and shells is difficult to apply to engineering problems. Not
only sre *here discrepanciesbetween theory and test data, but in the
case of bending of stiffened cylinders, for example, two different sets
of test data are in conflict.
As a prelude to the analysis of the existing data, which is the
intent of this report, a review of these data appesxs in this section.
The modes of tistsbility sre described, and a historical review of the
theoretical and experimental data relating to general instability is
presented. The information in this review permits an assessment of the
state of the art in applying data on general inst~ility to the solution “.
.
I-1
3
.
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of engineering
art are listed
problems.
in summary
The deficiencies in the present state of the
fOrmo
The emphasis of the present report is derived from this evaluation
and is des&ibed at the end of this section.
hmtability Modes
The buckling and failure of stiffened flat plates are described in
Parts II andV of this Handbook (refs. 2 and 5, respectively), in which
the nature of testability in the stiffeners and sheet is described. h
the approach employed in the analysis the principal load-carrying struc-
ture is considered to be restrained by reflectional and rotational springs
representing the supporting structure. The details of this method of
analysis were presented in P@ V (ref. 5). The report by Budiansky,
Seide, and Weinberger maybe consulted for exsmples of application of
this approachto elastically supported columns (ref. 26). This method
was also tied extensively by Gersrd in the anslysis of optimum design in
compression structures (ref. 27). For detailed treatments of this
spring-support approach, references 5 and 27 should be consulted.
Results of these investigations have been excerpted here to depict the
different modes of failure to be anticipated in stiffened-sheet
construction.
When a stiffened sheet is bent into an arc so that it conforms to
the surface of a cylinder, the curvature may affect the instability
behavior under different types of loading. Nevertheless the manner in
which buckling can occur in the curved stiffened sheet may be classified
as panel instability, general instability, or optimum instability. The
details of these types of instability are described in the following
sections.
Panel instabilityy.- Panel instability is generally restricted to
panels that buckle between two adjacent frsmes. It is depicted for
axial load in figure l(a), together with the corresponding spring behav-
ior. For purposes of illustration, only reflectional-type springs are
considered, and consequently the axial stiffeners behave as pinned
columus with a length equal to the frsme spacing. If the springs were
to have rotational rigidity, there wouldbe a certain amount of fixity
applied to the stiffeners at the frsmes. This model is utilized in
reference 5 for flat stiffened plates.
1-
Under panel instability, the axial stiffeners and sheet would tend
to deflect primsrily in a radial direction with little tendency for tan-
gential motion.
.
10
The influence of curvature on
plates is discussed in the section
Curved Plates.”
Mxfl TN 37%
the panel instability of stiffened
entitled “Strength of Stiffened
.
.
.
General tistability.- For panel instability the transverse stiff-
eners are required to have a spring stiffness at least great enough to
enforce nodes in the axial stiffeners at the frsmes. Any reflectional
stiffness in excess of this amount does not contribute to additional
buckling strength. General instability may occur when the spring con-
stant of the frames is less than this minimum value. The behavior of
such a cylinder in bending is depicted in figure l(b). Instability is
no longer confined to the region between adjacent frames but may extend
over seversl frsme spacings.
This behavior is typical of -ally loaded stiffened cylinders or
of stiffened cylindqrs in bending. It is possible to design a shell
which is satisfactory for external pressure by utilizing circumferential
stiffeners only. h this case buckling of the frames constitutes gen-
eral instability. An approach to the analysis of general instability
in stiffened cylinders through use of a Donneld.type equation (ref. 28)
has been employed by several investigators. The eighth-order partial-
differential equation for analyzing general instability is presented in
the section entitled “Bending General Mutability. ” ~stability stresses
are found from solutions of this equation which satisfy the cylinder
boundary conditions.
.
The buckle shapes for unstiffened cylinders under various loadings
are described in reference 3.
.
The waveforms for stiffened cylinders
correspond, more or less, to these shapes for the corresponding loadings.
The largest difference occurs for cylinders in bending, while there is
close similarity for torsion and external pressure loads.
The wavefcrm shape for bending general instability has been described
as the “inward bulge.” The geometry of this shape, as utilized by Hoff
in the analysis of this type of general instability (refs. 29 and 30),
is depicted in figure 2. It consists, primarily, of a single buckle
located midspan at the extreme compression fiber. The total length
involved is of the order of twice the length of the buckle shape which
one of the cylinder axial stiffeners would assume under the compressive
failure stress of the cy~der. The inward bulge of the frame at the
extreme bending fiber of the cylinder is accompanied by a pair of out-
ward bulges on either side together with a certain emount of cticumfer-
ential displacement of the frame in the region of the node points of the
circumferentialwaveform. This type of buckle is an approximation to
the single diamond buckle observed in unstiffened cylinders in bending.
Brazier instability (ref. 31), which involves collapse of the cyl-
inder by flattenhg of the cross section, is theoretically possible in .
.
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a stiffened cylinder. However, the lengths involved presumably are
lerge compsred with those encountered in a practical structure or $n
the test cylinders described in the literature.
The multiple-spiral wave observed in stiffened cylinders loaded to
general instability in torsion is a close reproduction of the shape
observed on isotropic cylinders.
Test data on stiffened cylinders loaded by external pressure have
not been published. However, the wave shapes assumed for purposes of
analysis reseniblethose employed in calculating buckling stresses in
isotropic cylinders under this type of loading. These latter shapes
represent observed buckle wweforms for =d=mal. pressure loads.
The buckle shapes for isotropic cylinders normally would be affected
by the lengths of the cylinders. For stiffened cylinders, however, the
available test data pertain to cy~nders w~ch may be classified as mod. -
crate length since the slope and curvature boundary conditions do not
appeer to influence the buckling behavior. The two-lobed pattern to be
expected in cylinders loaded in torsion was not observed, which excludes
the possibility of classification as long cylinders.
.
,
.
Optimum mode.- One approach to the design of stiffened cylinders is
based on the philosophy that general instability should be prevented
and the stiffener and sheet ccnibinationshould be designed on the basis
of panel instability. In order to insure the stability of the frsmes
it may be necessary to employ a factor of safety ti conjunction with
their design.
It is hypothetically possible to select frame proportions so that
panel and general instability occur simultaneously. Since this design
would lead to the lightest structural weight for the applied load, the
configuration of the buckle in this condition may be said to correspond
to that of the optimum mode. This requires, of course, that all the
possible modes of psnel instability occur shultaneousl.y. That is, the
panel is an optimum designed unit. However, since there may be varying
degrees of optimum design, it may be correct to claim an optimum design
for a stiffened cylinder in which panel and general instability occur
together although the panel itself may not be optimum. .
These considerations are applied to the.case of bending of stiffened
cyltiders in the section entitled “Optimum Design for Bending.n
Historical Review of General.Instabili~
The fundamental theory for buckling of orthotropic cylinders was
develcped by Fl&ge as an extension of the three equilibrium equations
——. . ... —.-—
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which he derived for isotropic cylinders (ref. 32). The orthotropic-
cylinder equilibrium equations were predicated on the assumption that
the wall of a practical stiffened cylinder could be assumed to act as
though it had uniform section properties axially and circumferentially
which were clifferent from each other.
.
“
.
Solutions to Fl&e’s orthotropic equations were obtained by Dschou
for axial loading (ref. 33). Nissen (ref. 34) and Ryder (ref. 35) modi-
fied these results for purposes of better agreement with test data and
for simplicity in application.
Taylor derived an eighth-order partial-differential eqpation for
sxially loaded orthotropic cylinders (ref. 36) utilizing the simplifi-
cations employed by DonnelJ_in the derivation of his isotropic cylinder
equation. Taylor’s”result is the same as that of Dschou, except for the
influence of Poisson’s ratio which Taylor assumed to be equal to zero.
This work was sll completed in the 1930’s. An extensive bibliog-
raphy and a detailed description of the esrly historical development
of the field of general instability in orthotropic cylinders may be
found in the first GALCCJ!report (ref. 6), which includes a discussion
of failure by flattening (Brazier instability) together with descrip-
tions of the general instability theories in existence at that the.
The theories of Dschou (ref. 33), Taylor (ref. 36), and Hoff
.
(ref. 29) were compared to the few existing test data. Correlation was
found to be poor, with Hoff’s approach yielding stresses below the .
experimental values while the theories of Dschou and Taylor led to
stresses several times as great as those from test. The calculations
.performedby GALCIT for this comparison (ref. 6) utilized the nominal
section properties of the cylinder frsmes and stiffeners.
GALCIT followed this report with tests on more than 200 cylinders
loaded in bending and h torsion. The behavior of unstiffened circulsr
cylinders was used as a guide to derive empirical relationships with
which to correlate the data. In this manner parameters were determined
in terms of which the data were plotted on linear paper. The relation-
ship between measured axial buckling strati and the derived parsmeter
was found to be linear to a reasonably good degree of accuracy for the
bending data.
During the latter part of this period PIBAL initiated a parallel
program of analysis and testing (refs. 15 to 25). The theory was based
upon the ear~er work of Hoff (refs. 29 and 30), which was modified to
yield correlationwith the GALCI?Ibending data (refs. 7, 8, and 9). As
PI13ALobtained test data (ref. 16) this approach was further modified.
A later report in this series dealt with attempts to generalize the .
.
s
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PIBAL approach (ref. 18). The GALCIT and PDAL test data reveal a linear
relation bmetweenbuckling strain and an empirical parameter derived by
GALCIT, However, the PIBAL cylinders attained lower general instability
stresses than did the GALCIT cylinders with the same testability parameter.
In the course of its program GALCIT again evaluated Taylor’s theory
by comparing its predicted general instability stress under axial com-
pression with the general-instability stress of cylinders tested in
bending (ref. 10). Effective sheet was utilized by GALCIT in this com-
parison. Furthermore, an estimated reduction in sheet stiffness was
employed in Taylor’s theory for sxid. general instability stress.
Despite these refinements Taylor’s theory still predicted general-insta-
bility stress many times the test values.
The PIBAL method for analyzing bending general instability was “
based upon a set of curves fitted through the GALCIT test data, and con-
sequently its validity could be tested by an independent set of data.
However, when PM plotted its own test data on the GALCIT chart they
found an appreciable departure from the curves originally drawn through
the GALCIT test points. This situation was met by altering these curves
to fit the new PIBAL data. An explanation for this procedure was pre-
sented by PDAL employing the work-energy approach originally used by
Hoff together with reftied estimates of the shearing rigidity of the
buckled shell skin (ref. 18).
One facet of the problem of general instability of stiffened cyl-
inders in bending which has received relatively little attention is the
qpestion of the degree of nonlinearity in the behavior of such cylinders.
GALCIT stated (ref. 6) that the behavior is nonlinear. PIEAL sought to
demonstrate that the cylinder behavior is essentially linear, which is
the assumptio~ implicit”in the theories of Dschou and Taylor. Nobody
has presented a demonstration comparable to those of Tsien (ref. 37) or
Donnell smd Wan (ref. 38) on the nonlinear behavior of unstiffened cyl-
inders under axial load. As was discussed in reference 3, these
approaches utilize nonlinear theory to e@ain the obsened lowering of
the axial compressive buckling stress of isotropic cylinders below that
predicted by linear theory.
Both Hoff (ref. 30) and Shanley (ref. 39) determined the ~
frame rigidity necessary to prevent general bending instability h a
cylinder with a particular arrangement of axial stiffeners and sheet.
Previous investigations into general instability of stiffened c&l-
inders under external pressure have been confined to ring-stiffened
shells. These consist of mathematical.analysesby solution of differ-
ential eqpations (Fliigge,ref. 32, and Bodner, ref. 40) and through the
use of energy methods (Salerno and Levine, ref. 41, and Kendrick,
ref. 42). Recently Becker analyzed buckling under etiernal Pres~e on
.
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cylinders with both axial and circumferential stiffening (ref. 43). No
test data are availQble to check the predictions of these various
theories.
The behavior of ring-stiffened cylinders in torsion was investigated
analytically by Stein, SanderS, and Crate (ref. 44). GALCIT performed
tests (reportedby Dunn, ref. 13) on cylinders with axial and cticumfer-
ential stiffening, for which case both Hayashi (ref. 45) and Becker
(ref. 43) derived the general instability stress mathematically. A
psmmeter was derived at GALCJICand was plotted sgainst applied shearing
stress; it was found that a linear relation existed at low elastic stress
levels (ref. 13).
Current State of the Art
To summsrize the state of knowledge:
(1) A large mass of test data is avaikble on general instability
Of Cylid.erS under bending and torsion hXdS .
.
(2)For bend@, both GALCIT and PIBAL test data yield linear rela-
tionships between failure strain and the GALCIT empirical parameter for
this case, although the two lines have different slopes.
(3) For torsion, the GALCIT test data yield a linear relationship
between fail.urestrain and the GALCIT parsmeter for this case at low
elastic fail.urestrains.
(4) Mathematical theories for axial buckling predict general-insta-
bility stresses sev=al times as great as the test values for bending.
(5) Mathematical.theories exist for general instability under exter-
nal pressure. However, no published test data are available with which
to ccmpsre them.
(6) There are differtng views on the smount of notiinesrity associ-
ated with bending instability of stiffened circular cylinders.
Emphasis of Present Investigation
.
This report is devoted primarily to a examination of the methods
for predicting bending and torsional general instability in stiffened
circular cylinders. In addition, various theories on bWkling under
pressure loadhg sre ccaupared.
.
l
“
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The principal targets are the apparent lack of agreement between
mathematical theory and test data and the difference between the GALCIT
and PIBAL test data, for bending loading. These discrepancies appear to
be attributable to the choice of section properties to be used in Taylor’s
theoretical buckling stress expressions. The primary problems, in this
regsrd, seem to be the selection of effective values for the torsional
rigidities of the axial and circumferential stiffeners smd the shesr
rigidity of the sheet. The frsme stiffness 6riteria of Hoff smd Shanley
axe also discussed. Lack of suitable data prevents an examination of
the question of nonlinearity.
The results obtained from the various theories for general insta-
bility of ring-stiffened cyltiders under external pressure are campared
to determine the range of predicted stresses. The GALCIT test data for
moderate-length cylinders in torsion are compsred with the explicit
theoretical result obtained in reference 43.
As willbe seen in the section on torsion general instability, a
theoretical approach leads to an expression for the instability stress
that agrees with test data. There is also a theory available for general
instability under external pressure for which case experimented.data
are not available. In the case of bending general testability, compari-
son of the theory of Taylor with a large amount of test data has revealed
poor agreement. The principal effort in the section entitled “Bending
General Instability” is devoted to a critical examination of the test
data and of Taylor’s theory to determine whether inconsistencies exist.
If Taylor’s theory csn be shown to agree with test data, then a unified
treatment of general instability is possible since the differential
equations employed for bending, pressure, and torsional general insta-
bility-are vhtudly the ssme. It would then remain to obtain test data
on pressure general instability for correlation with theory.
STRENGTH (IFSTHTENED CURVED PLAms
Introduction
Panel instability can occur in stiffened curved plates in any of
the mode shapes pertaining to stiffened flat plates. As has been sug-
gested previously, reference should be made to Part V (ref. 5) for a
detailed discussion of this latter case for axial loading.
In this portion of the report panel instability is discussed for
axial compression and shear loadings on stiffened curved plates. Each
type of loading is discussed separately, after which interaction between
these two loadings is described.
. .—. —— ..—— ____
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.When the strebgth of a flat stiffened panel is known, then it is
possible to select.transverse stiffening to support the panel over any
specified length. One approach to this procedure is through the assump-
tion that the transverse ribs act as reflectional and rotational springs.
When the minimum required spring constant is found the ribs can be
designed.
The proportions of the sheet and stiffeners are selected from data
on the buckMng stress and failure of curved webs and on the buckling
stress and failure of stiffeners,which may be found in references 1 to
4. The freme regyimments may be satisfied with the aid of the data
presented in the section entitled ‘:GeneralInstability.”
When a flat panel is bent to a cticular curve the buckling stress
of the sheet is increased. This leads to an increased effective width
of sheet acting with each stiffener, which tends to alter its column
strength. This effect is small for practical structural proportions,
and the net gain in load-carrying capacity of a curved stiffened sheet
is little different from that of the corresponding flat sheet. This
result is demonstrated by Sechler and Dunn (ref. 46), who used the flat-
sheet buckling stress to determine we. Theti calctitions of ultimate
load-carrying capacity of stiffened curved sheet panels agreed fairly
well with data fr~ 32 tests covering a large range of panel curvatures.
.
The relative insensitivity of panel instability stress to the effect
of curvature is ap’parentfrom figure 3, in which data obtained by Ramberg,
.
Levy, sndl?ienup (ref. 47) are shown. The ratio of curved- to flat-panel
failure stresses is plotted as a function of the curvature parameter
~ = b2/Rt. The change in failure stress is seen to be small, on the
average, and appears to decrease with increasing curvature.
Additional data are provided by Sechler snd l)unn(ref. 46). How-
ever, the scatter is large, and the end-fixity data are not included.
Consequently, although an increasing trend of failure stress with ~
is indicated, it cannot be
It must be noted that
curved stiffened panels in
evaluated accurately.
there is a serious need for test data on
current use.
shear
The analysis of stiffened curved plates smd shells in shear was
developed by Kuhn and his collaborators at the NACA through the
.
.l
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modification of pure tension field theory by means of the reduction of
test data. This has resulted in a semiempiricalmethod of analysis
described by Kuhn and Griffith (ref. 48).
The analysis devised by Kuhn and Griffith involves a sequence of
computationswhich require special charts that include the effect of
R/t, Tu/T, and the stiffener and frsme section properties. That
report should be consulted for a description of this method and for a
summary of the test data upon which it is founded.
ConibinedShear and AxisllCompression
The failure of curved stiffened sheet under conibinedaxial compres-
sion sad shear was investigatedby Melton and Ensrud (ref. 49). ~
means of an experimental progrsm on J-stiffened psnels of different
sheet thicknesses, they obtained curves of shear loadings as a function
of axial.loading at failure.
When these results sxe nondimensionslized for use in stress-ratio
form, it is found that an interaction equation
~+Rq2=l (1)
is a god approximation to the data, as shown in figure 4 which includes
Peterson’s test data (ref. 50). It shouldbe noted, however, that this
result pertains to stiffener failure. A few panels tested by Melton
and Ensrud failed by web fracture and consequently did not attain the
lotiing reqyired to permit use of equation (l). For these cases it was
necessary to extrapolate the curves of Melton and Ensrud to determine
the shear flow at failure when no axisl loading was present.
J3F3TDINGENERAL 1NSTABILIT%
Introduction
In the region of the buckle that is generated when bending general
instability occurs in a stiffened circular cylinder, the predominant
stress is axial compression. For this reason the Taylor theory for
axial-compression general instability (ref. 36) has been utilizedby
GALCIT and PIBAL in attempts at correlation with test data on bending
general instability. Except for a few isolated cases no axial data
exist with which to compsre this theory. However, the close relationship
between axial compression and bending behavior of isotropic cylinders
.
.
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suggests the comparison of the axial-compression theory with the exten-
.
sive data obtained from bending tests of stiffened cylinders. The data
recorded by GALCIT and PIIML are presented in references 7 to 18 and .
axe not reproduced here.
As was stated in the section entitled “Review of Existing Data,”
the discrepancy between axial theory and bending test data was found to
be large. An investigation into the possible reasons for this discrep-
ancy indicated that the choice of stiffener and frame torsional rigid-
ities and the shear rigidity of the sheet covering of the cylinders may
have been inaccurate. An evaluation of the pertinent section properties
for this type of loading is presented herein.
This revised view of the significant section properties is employed
in evaluating the amicability of Taylor’s theory to prediction of
bending general instability in stiffened cylinders. The utility of the
approach devised by Hoff (ref. 30) is also described. These two
approaches represent the two theories available at present. A brief
discussion is ticluded on Brazier type instability in stiffened cyl-
inders, which was investigated by Heck (ref. 51).
The empirical approaches of GALCIT and PDAL are described. In
addition, a new method of analysis based upon the observed physical.
behavior of a stiffened cyl.in&= in bending general instability is
presented utilizing the elastic-spring-supportmodel as a basis from
.
which to derive an expression for the bending general instability
stress. .
These three approaches (theoretical, empirical, and plqmical) com-
prise a comprehensive review of the field of bending general instability
in stiffened circular cylinders. However, on the basis of this review
conclusions cannot be drawn about the reliability of my of these methods
for analyzing or designing. This is the result of the inconsistency in
the test data. Consequently, the work described in this section repre-
sents en exploration of the possibilities for obtaining agreement of
theory with test data with the hope that the results will have heuristic
value for future investigations,which exe sorely needed.
#
Theoretical Approach
Basic differential equation.- Taylor combined the compatibility
equation for forces in the plane of a flat plate with the equilibrium
equation for forces normal to the surface of a small cylinder element
and obtained an eighth-order partial differential equation (ref. 36)
similar to that derived by Donnell for isotropic shells. The details
.
.
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of this derivation are
is extended to include
forces. The resultant
presented in reference 43, in which this
the effects of shear and circumferential
equation, which is based upon an assumed
19
approach
normal
zero
value of Poisson’s ratio, is
(2)
The geometry of a stiffened
figure 5.
cylinder is depicted schematically in
(2) for axial load and found the criticalTaylor solved equation
axial stress in the form described below. Hayashi used a variation of
equation (2) to sxmlyze orthotropic cylinders in torsion (ref. 45),
Bodner used another form to investigate external pressure on frame- -
stiffened cylinders (ref. 40), and Becker (ref. 43) utilized equation (2)
to find explicit expressions for the general instability stress for
stiffened cylinders under each of these loadings. The results of these
investigations axe described in this and subsequent sections.
where
Taylor’s theory.- The e~ression for ac obtained by Taylor is
and
n2
P2=-#=V (C12 + 41’2
‘( )I - tsIf‘cl_t fs2tf 2G%J%% - —E2
(3)
(4)
(5)
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This result is discussed later in this section after the test data
and other theories have been described.
The hslf wave lengths axe x/m and x/n in the longitudinal and
circumferentialdirections, respectively. They involve the cylinder
structural psnmeters as well as the geometric parameters and sre given
as follows: ..
} (7)
These are continuous sinusoidal waves, the proportions of which
.
presumably may be determined theoretically.
Hoff’s theory.- Hoff investigated the general instability of stiff-
ened circular cylhders in bending utilizing the energy method (refs. 29
and 30). The wave pattern was assumed to be au inwsrd bulge with the
proportions shown in figure 2. The theoretical expressions for the
tangential and radial displacements sre
Wo 1v=— ( )=(- cos ax 2 sin n@ + sin 2n@8n
m (cos n@ + cos 2n@w .~(l - Cos ~,)
with the limitation
(8)
(9)
(lo)
.
The value of n is obtain~le from test data.
.
.
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The buckling stress was found by minimization of the energy incre-
ment in the usual manner. By means of a few simplifications,the length
of the bulge can be el~nated from the buckling stress expression
leaving only n as the parameter of interest. The buckling stress then
becomes
1/2
()
= ##~ !y 3
Uc ts
(U)
in which ps, ~, ts, and tf include effective sheet.
In reviewing Hoff’s development, it maybe seen that he first
selected a value of n equal to 3 and attempted to obtain correlation
with the GAL(XT data. In general, the agreement was unsatisfactory.
This lack of agreement was charged to uncertainties in the determina-
tions of both internal ener~ in the sheet and the values of n. Eiib-
sequent reports by PIBAL discussed this problem. However, these solu-
tions sre difficult to apply to specific designs because of the implicit
form of the mathematical result. Furthermore, these more detailed theo-
ries were compared with only a few test specimens, and consequently the
general applicability of the method is not known.
The extension of this method of analysis by a semiempiricsl approach
is described subsequently.
Brazier instabilityy.- The type of general instability due to cross-
section flattening of long cylinders in bending was analyzed by Brazier
for isotropic circular shells (ref. 31) and by Heck for isotropic elJ.ip-
tic shells (ref. 51). However, no substantiating test data have been
found. The results of these investigations we described in Psrt III
(ref. 3). The failing stress of a stiffened ellipse based on small-
deflection theory is
()1/2ac = 2 -V% t t0.314(1 - v ) r ts (12)
in which r is the radius of curvature of the ellipse at the extreme
compression fiber.
the
are
Heck also evaluated the effect of lsrge deflections snd found that
coefficient in equation (I-2)increased frcm 0.314 to 0.39. No data
available to check these results.
.
!
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lh@rical Approach .
GALCIT.- When GALCIT began its experimental progrsm on general
instability in stiffened cticulsr cylinders there was little in the way
.
of theory to serve as a guide. Consequently, tests were conducted to
determine the behavior of the frsme and stiffener systems with no
bracing in the panels, with disgonal wire bracing in the psnels, and
with continuous sheet covering over the entire cylinder.
Large d3-fferenceswere observed in the buckling stresses for these
three types of cylinders, and only the last type was analyzed by means
of au emptricsl approach since buckling stresses for the wire-braced
specimens averaged low by a factor of 2 compsred with those observed
for the sheet-covered cylinders, while the two unbraced specimens
buckled at still lower stresses. The comparative results may be seen
in figure 6.
By means of dimensional analysis in con~unction with the behavior
of unstiffened circular cylinders as a guide, GALCIT derived a nondimen-
sional parsmeter ~ with which to correlate their test data. This
. parameter is discussed h the section on test data.
PIRAL.- The emphasis in the semiempiricalPIIML approach was con-
centrated upon determining the buckle waveform. As mentioned previously,
Hoff proposed the inward-bulge type of buckle and evaluated the details .
of its shape mathematically using an energy approach. This resulted in
eqpation (1.1),in which the buckle-shape psramet= n appesm. Through .
logicsl reasoning, using the lamwn behavia of long, axially compressed,
.
isotropic cylinders as a guide, Hoff constructed a chart in which
a@/Et, R/b, and n sre related. This was done using the GALCIT data
in conjunction with equation (11), which permitted the computation of
n for each test specimen. The data were related by plotting R/b as
ordinate and u&@t as abscissa, with the value of n noted at each
test point. Curves were then faired through the data. The resultant
chart is shown in figure 7.
The early work at Pm consisted of tests of stiffened cylinders
in bending for the purposes of evaluating general instability. The
data from these tests were added to the chart used to relate the GALCIT
cy~er parameters, after which the curves were refitted as shown in
figure 7. It may be possible to use this chart as a check against fur-
ther test data when n is bown for a particular specimen. To use it
for design or analysis, however, a prior knowledge of n is required.
It is also possible to revise figure 7 with the aid of eqwtion (U.)
so that n mqy be eliminated. Such a chart could be useful in design.
..
.
.
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Physical Approach
,,
.
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It was mentioned in the section entitled “Review of Existing Data”
that general instability in a stiffened circular cylinder consists of
the indbility of the circumferential frsmes to support themai.n load-
carrying system of the cylinder. For bending loads the frsmes must pro-
vide radial restraint to,the sxial stiffeners in the compression region
of the cylinder. The frame spacing must be small enough to preclude
panel instability between frsmes, and the frm rigidity must be suffi-
ciently great to support the stiffeners over an axial length roughly
twice that at which the stiffeners would buckle as pinned colmns uuder
the loads induced in them by the external moment.
This frame stiffness criterion is employed in this section as the
basis for computing the general instability stress of a stiffened circu-
lar cylinder in bending. -Thls development is preceded by a review of
the methods used previously to employ the frame rigidity criterion to
evsluate bending genersl testability.
Frsme spring constmt. - In the earlier work done by GALCIT it was
realized that the general instability of a stiffened cticulsr cylinder
could be related to the radisl rigidity of the cylinder at a frsme
(refs. 7 and 8). This qyantity P/b, which was termed the “normal
restraint coefficient,” is the ratio of load to deflection when a con-
centrated radial force P is applied to the stiffened cylinder at any
point on a frame and causes a radial deflection b. It is actually the
spring constant of the frsme.
GALCIT devoted considerable study to this quantity. Dead weights
were applied to the frsme at center span at the extreme (lower) compres-
sion fiber of a test cylinder and radisl deflection was measured as a
function of bending mcauent. The curve of P as a function of 8 was
thus determined for the cylinder. It was found to be linear for bending
moments up to three-fourths of those at general instability, after which
the slope P/5 decayed rapi&ly until it appeared to vanish at general
instability.
These results verified the hypothesis concerning the fisme-spring-
constant dependence of genemil.testability in bending. GALCIT also found
that the failure moment of a cylinder could be related to the normal.-
restraint coefficient for the unloaded cylinder. However, this relation
required modification for the effect of the longitudinal spacing.
The theoretical approach develuped by Hoff (ref. 30) and extended
by PIEAL (refs. 15 to 18) yielded a parameter
(13)
——. .-— —
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which was suggested as an index to be used to evaluate bending general
instability. According to PIEAL, if & < 10 general bending instability
would not be expected; If and Is are the distributed section moments .
of inertia in which effective sheet is omitted.
Shanley approached the problem of bending general instability by
seeking a method to insure avoiding its occurrence (ref. 39). He extended
the PIBAL concept by means of an approach similar to that used by GAL(XT
to derive normsl--restraintcoefficients. The result was a parsmeter
edmdying frsme rigidity and loading
EI#
cf. —
d
(14)
Shsnley plotted
as shown in figure 8
the GALCIT and PIBAL data in terms of this parameter
and selected the value of
1
cf=— = 6.25 x 10-5
16,000 (15)
as a cutoff below which general instability msy be e~ected and above
which the lfielihocd is small.
Gerard obtained a similar result by considering the frsme to be a
transverse stiffener (ref. 27). In order to apply this analysis it was
necesssry to have an estimate of the shape of the buckle pattern of the
cylinder in general instabilityy. Fur this purpose the inward-bulge
model was used with the PIBAL shape psrsmeter n taken at its greatest
value obtshed from analysis of the GALCIT data. This vslue, 5.5, per-
mitted calculation of Cf, for which (ler~d found
Cf = 6.84 X 10-5 (16)
~s value also is indicated in fQure 8.
Calculation of genersl instability stress.- In this section the
spr--s~ported stflfener-p~el model of stiffened-cyl~der behavior
is used to derive a theoretical expression for the bending general insta-
bility stress. This approach psmllels that of Gerard (ref. 27) in
determining optimum design probations of a stiffened cylinder, except
for the form of the frame wring constant. This was obtained from data
prepared by Wignot, Cmibs, and Ensrud (ref. 52) in which the frsme is
assumed supported by the sheet. The shearing rigidity of the sheet
imparts restraint to the tangential-cleformation tendency of the frame
_-—_—
..
.
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thereby inducing into it a higher effective
would theoretically have were it assumed to
25
spring constant than it
be supported according to
the elementary theory of shear flow in cylinders.
The bending general instability stress is determined by assuming
the cylinder structure near the extreme compression fiber to be a uni-
formly loaded, axially stiffened, rectangular curved plate supported by
a system
model is
width b
of transverse ribs acting as linear springs. The inwsrd-bulge
assumed to be as depicted in figure 2, which shows the plate
to be the nodal distance on the profile of the inwsrd bulge.
buckling load of the critical stiffener is
Pm =
It maybe calculated utilizing the
ETS
~2 _ (17)d2
relation between stiffener end fixity
and f%me stiffness shown in figure 9, which was determined for flat
stiffened plates by the methal described in reference 5. As was shown
in the section entitled “Strength of Stiffened Curved Plates,” there is
little influence of panel curvature on failure, and consequently it is
p&rmissible to utilize figure 9 in
The end-fixity
and since
coefficient is
c =
the buckling stressis
—
this sndysis.
equivalent to
Pa
uc=—
As
As = bts
~s =bIs
}
YC2E~S #EIs
u= = — =—
AS(L’)2 ts(L’)2
(18)
(19)
(20)
(a)
———..— —— —.-—
—.- -.. .
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.
end fixity is related to the frsme reflectional spring constant
.
of width of the panel ~ through the quantity
.
(22)
according to the curve of figure 9, when the axially stiffened plate is
supported by an infinite nuniberof transverse stiffeners. However, when
four or more transv=se stiffeners are present figure 9 may be used with
little error. It should be noted that the transverse stiffeners are
assumed to have bending rigidity only. The torsional rigidity in this
case is zero.
This sml.ysis is directed toward an expression for the bending
general instability stress in terms of the equivalent panel width b‘
and the overall lengbh of the buckle 2L’. This latter quantity is the
distance between effectively rigid frsmes in the cylinder and is one
of the significant quantities in the data of Wignot, Combs, and Ensrud
(ref. 52) relating to the frsme spring properties.
It is possible to derive the following eqression for W in”which
L‘ appears instead of d:
.
~(L’)3 L? 3W
F=
EIs ()= 7, (23)
This may be plotted as a function of W, as shown in figure 10. It may
be seen that
R= 13.2 + 0.6w
is a close approximation to the curve in the region of general
bility. By ccmbtiing equations (23) and (24), it follows that
‘=’*
= K@)3
EIs
(24)
insta-
(25)
The data of Wignot, Conibs,and Ensrud
sion for the frsme spring constant
P RtG
—=
b ZZ’cb
lead to the following expres-
(26)
.
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where
(27)
The frsme spring constant per inch of width ~ is P/bh’. Consequently,
frcm equations (26) and (27),
()
2 tGETf @
$=~~ (28)
&en this expression is substituted into equation (23) and the relation
If = I@ iS utilized, it iS found that
()~6d31-.
Ela V (t%,d)l/26.6
(~,)2 = b ‘R
(29)
When equation (21.)
stress is found in
Uc =
or
where
.
is substituted into this expression, the buckling
the form
~.4L-O.6(33(:#2
(31)
(32)
TIE form of equation (31) differs from the result of Taylor (eq. (3)).
The qmtity ‘g contains the geometric parameters of & inw~d b&e
as depicted in figure 2. Consequently, the results of equation (31)
could be compared with test results if data on buckle geometry were
available. Unfortunately these data sre not available.
..—. —
——- —
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Test Data
l
The test data obtained by both GALCIT and PIBAL on bending general.
.
tist~ility of stiffened circular cylinders appesr in figure 6. The
.
data are plotted in the form of bending strain a/qE as a function of
the GALCIT parameter
%=
(y~)3/4(bd-1/4te
R ‘F
(33)
in which 3/4 bd ‘1/4 is equivalent to an effective cylinder W-(PfP~) ( )
thiclmess te. The section properties sre discussed mbsequently.
The @al measured strains in the stiffness are shown plotted as a
function of ~ in figure 6. The GALCIT and PIBAL data on sheet-covered
cylinders and the GALCIT data on wire-braced and mbraced specimens are
included h this figure, frcnuwhich it may be seen that the data on the
sheet-covered and braced specimens may be fitted to linear curves
throughout the entire stress range. The scatter in the GALCIT data for
sheet-covered spectiens is about 16 percent, whiLe that of the PIRAL
data is approximately 19 percent.
.
The linesrity of the data permits the use of the following expression ~
for the general instability stress in the same form as for moderate-
length and long isotropic cylinders in axial cotupressim or in bending:
cm
Uc=y
Utilizing the GKGC.ITparameter,
Uc = 4.80E~
for the GALCIT data on sheet-covered specimens,
for the PIBAL data.
The ratio of the GKLCIT coefficient to the
(34)
(35)
and
(36)
PIBAL coefficient is
4.80/3.25, or approximately 1.5. As discussed in the following section,
the method of attachment of the frames, stiffeners, and sheet would be %
.
———
,.
.
.
.
,
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expected to influence the effective value of J to be used in equa-
tion (3). In all cases the frsmes, stiffeners, and sheet were joined
at their common intersection. However, the GALC!ITfrsmes were attached
to the sheet in at least one additional position between stiffeners,
while the PIEAL frsmes were attached to the sheet only at the stiffeners
(fig. 11). In both cases the stiffeners were connected to the sheet at
frequent intervals between frames. This difference in attachment would
also be expected to decrease the effective sheet thickness.
It is interesting to note that the unbraced spectiens apparently
failed by Greenhill instability, in which the entire cylinder section
at the midspsm station rotates about the cylinder axis without deforma-
tion in its plane.
Section Properties
~ the preceding discussions little mention was made of the effec-
tive section properties of the cylinder elements. Analysis of the test
data and an evaluation of the behavior of a segment of the cylinder
(presentedbeluw) reveal that the effective section properties would be
essentially the geometric values except for the torsional rigidities of
the stiffeners and frames. For the axial.-and bending-section proper-
ties, effective sheet was includedby GAL(XT and PIBAL in calculating
general instability stresses for comparison with test data.
The bending rigidities were ccmputedby GALCIT (refs. 7 to 12) and
PIBAL (refs. 16 and 18) utilizing various expressions for the effective
sheet acting with these components of the cylinder structure. GALCIT
found agreement of the test da~a with linear empirical theory when the
full sheet width between frames was assumed”to be effective, while the
effective width found ticm
(37)
was used with the stiffeners. The geometric torsional mment of tnertia
was used for both the frames and stiffeners including effective sheet.
The sheet rigidity was reduced to one-haM of the nominal vslue to
account for the buckled state of the sheet panels.
Calculations reveal that the large discrepancy between the Taylor
theory and test data is little affectedly changes in the assumed smounts
of effective sheet acting with the stiffeners and frsmes. However, a
lsrge change iu effective torsional rigidities of the stiffeners snd
frsmes would exert a strong influence won theoretical buckling stresses.
-—_ .—_.
—— -
——
——.. .—. -—.
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.
This may be seen by examining the data shown in,figure 6, which depicts
.
the increase in bending general instability stress as the effective
rigidity of the structure in the bays is increased.
.
.
If the frames, stiffeners, and sheet of a stiffened circular cyl-
inder =e closely,spaced and rigidly connected to one aother, then the
maximum possible value of torsional rigidity of the cylinder wall can
be realized. This is equsl to the sum of the gemetric section properties
i =Js+Jf (38)
in which the effective sheet widths are included.
Huwever, the finite frame and stiffener spacings, and.the flexible
connections used on the test cylinders indicate that equation (38) is
of dubious applicability for bending general instability. The minimum
value of J is eqti to that of the sheet
is taken to be zero, then this value is
J=
#=t3
6 T
w~ch iS equivalent to 4(Istiet)”
alone. If Poisson’s ratio
(39)
On most of the GALCIT and PIEML test specimens the geometric vslue
of J~ exceeded that of Jf by a factor of 10 or more. In addition,
the sheet-stiffener-frsmecannectim consisted of only one aluminum
rivet or steel screw in all cases (see fig. U.). l?ramthe standpoint
of rigidity alone the principal structure for supporting internsl tor-
sion loads was the system of axial.stiffeners,with which there could
have been little interaction with the frame system.
The actual transmission of these loads re@ed continuity which
only the sheet could provide, since each stiffener would tend to W st
independently of its adjacent stiffener. Smne gain in effective rigidity
of the sheet in twisting about a longitudinal ads might have been pro-
vided by the stiffeners on the test cylinders by means of the line of
rivets used to connect them.
An increase in stiffener rigidity agdnst twisting about a circum-
ferentisl axis could be provided only by the frames, with suitable con-
nections to the sheet. ‘12hedata of figure 6 indicate the effect of the
frame-sheet attachent.
Since the test-cylinder frame
1. order of magnitude as those of the
.
.
.
torsional rigidities were of the same
sheet between frames, then the effective
.
.
—.
—. .—. ..— ---- ..-—
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torsional rigidity of the
31
sheet-frsme-stiffenersystem would depend upon
the connection stiffnesses and the torsional rigi&ty of the frsme and
sheet. Thus it appears that J would be of the ssme order of magnittie
as If for the low connection rigidity in the test cylinders.
The effective shear rigidity of the sheet was investigated experi-
mentally by PJEAL by twisting stiffened circular cylinders which had
been previously stijectedto axial loads of various magnitudes (ref. 19).
The r~sult was-a s&ies of curves of effective sheari@ rigidity as a
functiun of the ratio of applied axial strain to buckling sxial.strain.
However, these data reveal appreciable scatter and appesr also tobe
influencedby the method of attachment of the sheet to the stiffeners
and frsmes. ‘Since
used in the GALCIT
dently amethod of
sheet is reqydred.
this is different in the PIBAL cylinders from that
cylinders, another uncd%.inty is introduced. Evi-
eyaluating the effective shearing rigidity of the
.
Discussion of Taylor’s Theory
Taylor’s theory involves tk. geometric and structural psmmeters
of the cylinder as well as the geometric parameters of an assmned buckle
shape in the orthotropic-cylinder solution to the axial-compression
buckling problem. The assumed buckle shape is a continuous wave pattern
which is sinusoidal both axially and circumferenti~y. This agrees
with the solution assumed in the classical theory for the axial-canpres-
sion buckling of unstiffened circular cylinders. Taylor’s approach,
then, is the basic mathematical solution to the problem of axisl-ccm-
pression buckling of an orthotropic circular cyltider, with the calcula-
tions simplified by use of the Donnell type equilibrium equation which
he derived for orthotropic circular cylinders. Application of this axisl
solution to the problem of bending general instability is questiomble.
Furthermore, the large discrepancies between this thecmy snd actual
bending test data throw serious doubt upon the applicability of the
method as it has been used in the past.
In the light of the preceding discussion on section properties, it
is conceivable that the value of J used in past evaluations of Twlor’s
theory may have been too lsrge. When the view is taken that J is of
the order of If, then cshul.ations show the possibility of obtaining.
sgreement of Taylor’s result with test data. This is now demonstrated.
It is possible to reduce Taylor’s ewression to a form similar to
equation (31) by empluying simplificaticms.
O, equation (3) becomes
US@ G/E = 1/2 for
v =
--— ---—— — —
——— — - ... . .
———. -.—
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(40)
The gp.antity ~ is eqyal to the ratio of axial to circumferentialwave
lengths of the buckle L‘/b’. Test data appear to indicate that ~ >1.
If it is assumed that the first terms in the nmuerator and denomi-
nator in the parentheses of equation (40) predominate, then
(JC = ()=- Ift~ 1/2Rts
Writing
ts = 1??z-t
(41)
(42)
.‘,where g is a parsmeter whose value is yet to be determined, gives the
equiitioq
. . .
@
ac=— (%)Fits t 1/2
..
This equatibn is identical‘to equation (31), which was obtained on an
entirely diff=”ent bqs”is. -usingequation (32) or using G/E s 1/2
and L’./b’= ~, together with the fact that L‘/d >1 for general
instablli~, $t may be permissible to simplify g to the form
or
() 1/2g = O.1O6P ~ (43)
g = o.106~c1/4 (44)
. . .
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The parameter g may also be related to the expression for buckling
stress obtained empirically. Equation (35) becomes, upon substitution
of ~ frmn equation (33),
-1/44.80 ~ (pPf)3~4(bd)
~c = (45)
When UC from equations (31)
[
g = 4.80 ~
d
and (45) are eqyated, it is found that
k&!j’(y&’’’14’4 (46)
If ecpat,ions(31) and (34) are equated, utilizing the expression for g
from equation (46), then with t~ replacing t in eqmtion (34),
(47)
in which R is absent.
These results unite Taylor’s theory with the physical approach and
the test data.
Effect of Plasticity
The GALCIT data shown in figure 6 are substantially linear to a
maximum strain of 0.0062 inch per inch. These tests were performed on
2017-T4 aluminum-alloy sheet and tubing for which the proportional limit
is approximately 30,000 psi and the yield stress is roughly 40,000 psi.
For this material the maximum measured test strain of 0.0062 corresponds
approximately to the yield stren@h and consequently is well into the
inelastic range.
The linearity of the GALCIT data in the plot of longitudinal.failure
strain as a function of ~ suggests the use of the secant modulus as
the pertinent plast’icity-reductionfactor for orthotropic cylinders in
bending. For any other plasticity-reduction factor, strain would be
functionally related to ~ in some manner other than linear.
—...— ---
.
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OPTIMUM DESIGN FOR BENDING
.
General Background
The problem of designing a structure for midmum weight has received
considerable attention in recent years. It has been demonstrated by sev-
eral investigators that a composite structure subject to instability can
have a weight that is a mathematical minimum. This is in contrast to a
tension loaded structure, the least weight of which is determinedly the
ultimate tensile strength of the construction material.
This section contains data on minimum weights for stiffened circu-
lar cylinders in bending. The approach essentially follows the funda-
mental mathematical procedure employedby Gerard (ref. 27). This work
shouldbe consulted for a thorough treatment of the subject of minimum-
weight analysis. This report contains an outline of the method of anal-
ysis and a sununsryof the results.
Basic Concepts of Mtnimum-Weight Analysis
The fundamental concepts-of minimum-weight analysis are:
(1) AU possible buckling or failure modes occur simultaneously.
This is virtually an sxiom in minimm-weight anslysis which is usually
accepted without proof. Recently, however, Gerard presented a demon-
stration of this concept. The obvious result of this axiom is the
eqtiity of the buckling stresses of the various modes.
(2) There isnointeraction between buckling modes. Ilatatend to
substantiate this for an optimum structure. Simultaneous buckling of
all modes without interaction is equivalent to failure of the component.
(3) The fundamental unit is solidity, which is the ratio of struc-
tural.volume inside a surface to the total volume enclosedby the sur-
face. In minimum-weight analysis the.solidity is determined in terms
of the parameters of the problem. Minimization of solititywith respect
to the variable parameters provides the equations which lead to the pro-
portions yielding minimum weight.
(4) The variable parameters are usually lengths. In a typical
design problem certain “closed” parameters are selected fra nonstruc-
tural considerations, such as fuselage diameter, wing contour, spsr
location, and so forth. The “open” p=smeters may be fuselage frsme
size and spacing, wing cover proportions, and the like. In addition,
the external forces on these structures are known.
.
.
.—
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As a result the loading on a given structure is lmown and the
minimum-weight analysis consists of determining the dhensions of the
open parameters which will lead to the lightest weight structure that
is capable of resisting the applied loading at ticipient buckling.
Stiffened Circular Cylinders in Bending
For the analysis of this case the section selected-for solidity
determination is that of the cylinder between a pair of adjacent frames.
Then
%Rtsd+ 2fiRtfd
z= (48)
f12d
where ts contains the full width of sheet between stiffeners and t#
(=Af) includes the frs.mecross-section area al-one.
As shown in Part V of the Handbook (ref. 5), the effective distrib-
uted stiffener area is obtained from axially loaded optimum stiffened-
panel data as
()Nxd 1/2ts = ~2c2~E (49)
which contains the structural efficiency parameter ~, the end-fixity
coefficient c, and the generalized plasticity-reduction factor ~. The
loading Nx is determined in the usual manner from the applied moment
and cylinder section modulus.
The frame area is obtained
general instability as follows:
in which Cf
discussed in
frame radius
from the frame stiffness criterion for --
$a CfNx
=— (50
Ep_2d
L
is the minimum value of the frame stiffness coefficient as
the section
of gyration
When eqyations (49)
which is then minimized,
for a stiffened cylinder
entitled “Bending General Testability.” The
pf does not include any effective sheet.
and (50) are substituted into equation (48),
it is found that the minimum-weight conditions
constructed of one material are as follows:
....—.—_ . .—. — -— —. ..— —--—
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(a) The frame weight should be one-fourth of the sheet-stiffener-
panel weight.
(b) In the elastic range the optimum cover thickness is given by
and the optimum time spacing is
I& (51)
Pf
-i?’1’4)2’5(;~’5(~y5() (dEo= (52)
The optimum solidity is shown in figure )2 as a function of applied
bending moment with the data corrected for the centroidal distance of
the stiffener from the surface of the shell. Curves ere shown on the
figure for Y-stiffened panels, for which ~ = 1.15. This graph also
contains data for the uptimum unstlffened circular cylinder and for the
hypothetical shell of minimum weight for which the optimum stress
~W .69,000 PSi (7075-T6 ~-~ WOY).
CUTOUT CYLINDERS IN BENDING
lkdzmduction
The general &stability of stiffened circuler cyltiders with cut-
outs was investigatedby PIRAL (refs. 20 to 25). Bending tests were
perfomed on cylinders with synnnetriccutouts snd with side cutouts, and
theoretical analyses were performed using the energy approach.
Test Eta
The symmetric cutouts were located at the extreme compression fibers
of the cylinders, while the side cutouts were at the centroidal axes of
the cylinder cross sections on one side only. Figures 13 and 14 depict
these specimens schematically. It should be noted that the stiffeners
framing the cutouts were the same as those in the remainder of the cyl-
inder. Longerons were not used at the edges of the cutouts. The sym-
metric-~tout spectiens had the same cross-sectionproperties and all
cutouts were the same length. Two overall cylinder lengths were used,
and the cutout angles were 45°, goo, and 1350.
.
.
The side-cutout specimens differed in virtually all respects. The
number of stiffeners, length of cutout, length of cylinder, end angle
of cutout were all varied.
*
.—
.“
.
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The results of the tests on the cutout cylinders appear in figures 13
and 14 in which general instability bending moment is plotted as a func-
tion of cutout angle. For symmetrical cutouts there appears to be a
strong influence of cutout angle upon general instability, whereas for
the side-cutout cylinders the influence appears to be small when the cut-
out angle e exceeds 90°.
It was observed at PIBAL that although general instability was the
principal buckling mode in all.cases, collapse occurred at this stress
level only in the symmetrical-cutout specimens and not in those with
side cutouts. The latter sustained bending moments after general insta-
bility which occurred at the compression side of the cutout. However,
a sudden decrease of load followed general instability and succeeding
bending moments at further deformation never exceeded those at which
instability first occurred. As many as three successive load rises and
drops were observed as the bending curvature increased, which corresponded
to additional buckling of stiffeners after the occurrence of general
instability at the cutout.
Theory
Before PIBAL computed the general instability stress of a stiffened ‘
cylinder it was necesssry to know the stress field before buckling. For
a cylinder without cutouts this is a relatively simple problem. For one ..
with cutouts, however, a rather complex analysis is required. PIBAL
utilized a numerical procedure for this purpose, and strain measurements
made on the test specimens before buckling revealed good agreement with ,
this theory.
The buckling analysis was performed utilizing strain energy. The
ener~ of the $tructure in the buckled form was computed for radial
bending, circumferentialbending and torsion in the stiffeners (including
effective sheet), bending of the frames in their planes, and shear in
the sheet in the buckled state. The buckle waveform was representedby
a sine curve etiending the length of the cutout and by the first seven
terms of a Fourier series in the circumferential direction. The coeffi-
cients were determined from bouudsry conditions and by minimization’to
obtain the buckling loading.
.
An empirical procedure for anslysis maybe devised from the observed
behavior of uncut stiffened circular cylinders, utilizing the concepts
relevant to the frame stiffness criterion presented in the section on
the physical theory of bending general instability. This employs the
hypothesis that.the circtierential extent of the inward bulge is small
ccmpared with the periphery of the cylinder, and consequently the axial
compression’stressesin this region are virtually constant. .The effec-
tive frame ?dnthis sxea acts as a reflectional spring to s~port the
-al stiffening system.
.!
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As a result of this assumption, the bending general instability
.
stress of a symmetric cutout cylinder would be the ssme as that at the
extreme fiber of a cwrplete cylinder. A test of this hypothesis would ‘ .
be a comparison of buckle waveforms of the cut and whole cylinders.
However, such data are unavailable.
On the basis of this approach, the bending strength of a stiffened
cylinder with a
section modulus
this hypothesis
synunetriccutout would be directly proportional to the
of the cylinder cross section. An analysis based upon
appears in the folluwhg section.
Effective Section Modulus of @mnetric-
Cutout Cylinder in Bending
It is assumed, in the following derivation, that the effective
thickness of the cylinder wall is constant, although there actually may
be a loss of sheet effectiveness on the compression side,
The geometry of the cutout cylinder is shown in figure 13,
the following equations apply:
A = 2tR
Ja(Rcos@tRd@ ~stiao
T= =
Ja
a
tR d$
o
In=2
J
u (R COS ~)2tR djj= tR3(a+ sin a cos a)
o
(l~=~-&= tR3a+stiacosa -2s~2a )
The extreme fiber distance to the compression edge is
e = (R 8in a )—-cosaa
The section modulus for the compression fiber is then
%A R2t 2 sin2 aa+sinacos a-—
z=—= a
e sin a
—-cosa
a
to which
(53)
(%)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
.
.
.
—. —. —..
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For the complete cylinder n
.
and, consequently,
Z. = YCR%
2 Sins aa+stiacos a-~
=—=
:0
(
X*
)
- Cos a
In terms of the cutout angle e,
a=Yc- !?
39
(59)
(60)
(61)
and, consequently, equation (6o) becomes
()Yc e-—- ~sin(3-1-cO~e22 x. --
(62)
Comparison of Theory and Test Data
The test data and theory are compared in figures 13 and 14. There
is little noticeable scatter in the data for the symmetric-cutout cyl-
inders, and the two sets of test points (for 8 stiffeners and 16 stiff-
eners) appear to define smooth curves for the side-cutout cylinders.
The theoretical and experimental trends of critical moment as a function
of cutout angle seem to agree for the symmetric cutouts, although the
PIBAL theory predicts”instability stresses which average about 35 percent
greater than the test data.
The fabrication details of one of the uncut cylinders tested in the
earlier PIEAL series correspond to those of the symmetric-cutout cylinders.
This permits determination of the reduction in strengthas the result of
a cutout for this cylinder. With ~ . 290,000 inch-pOunds at e s o
for the data in figure 13, the curve of M as a function of the cutout
angle e appears as shown. The curve of M ~S a function of e, derived
using egyation (62), is presented for comparison. The agreement is seen
to be good.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment is quite marked for
the side-cutout cylinders. Both the magnitude and trend of moment as a
function of cutout angle differ in this case. An attempt to apply the
section-modulusmethod to this case failed. Part of the difficulty may
lie in’the steep stress gradients that exist near the cutuut edges when
e iS s-1. Also, the principal axes of the cutout cylinder wouldbe
rotated away frcxnthe plane of symmetry through the cutout as a result
of the loss of sheet effectiveness on the compression side of the cylinder.
.—. _. _
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PRESSURE GENERAL INSY.AIKHJTY
Introduction
.
General instability of longitudinally stiffened circular cylinders
under inward pressure is one of the few fields of interest in which no
.
test data appear to have been published. Thus the available data sre
exclusively theoretical.
Timoshenko (ref. 53) has discussed general results obtained from
the solution of Fliigge’sthree differential eqyations for orthotropic
cylinders (ref. 32) appliedto the case of external pressure loading.
Energy solutions to thisproblemwere advancedby Salerno and Levine
(ref. 41), Kendrick (ref. 42), and Nash (ref. ~) for ring-stiffened
cylinders. For this seinecase Bodner employed energy methods to derive
a Donnell type partial differential.equation (ref. 40) for orthotropic
cylinders similar to equation (2), which he applied to this problem.
Becker (ref. 43) empl~ed the a~roach of Taylor, which includes
the assumption that v = 0, to derive the extended form of the Donnell
type orthotropic-cylinderequation presented in this report as equa-
tion (2). This equation was used to obtain an explicit relation between
general instability stress and the geometric parameters of a moderate-
length circular cylinder stiffened both axially and circumferentially
.
and loaded by external pressure.
In all these c&es the cylinder ends were assumed to be simply sup-
.
ported end calculationswere restricted to the elastic range. These the-
ories are presented in this section in which attention has been focussed
upon moderate-length and long cylinders. A discussion is included on
effective section properties for stiffened cylinders loaded by external
pressure.
.
Moderate-Length Cylinders
The general instability stress for moderate-length stiffened circu-
lar cylinders under inward radial or hydrostatic pressure is
This result is obtained on the assumption that the
(63)
ratio of the circum-
ferential wave length of the buckle ~o the longitudinal wave length is
negligible compered with unity. This assumption facilitates obtaining the
.
.
—
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explicit form of the general instability stress shown in equation (63).
The circumferential compressive stress a~lied to the cylinder is
ened
(64)
Bodner (ref. 40) has analyzed the general instability of ring-stiff-
cylinders under hydrostatic pressure employing the Donnell type
orthotropic cylinder differential eqwtion in whtch v # O. The results
are depicted in the chart of ~ as a function of ~ (fig. 15) where
% = y;E;)pm2 (65)
and
(66)
This chart corresponds to those presented in Part III (ref. 3) for all
types of cylinder behavior. It depicts the length spectrum from flat-
plate action through moderate-length-cylinderbehavior.
For ring-stiffened-cylinder construction under radial pressure,
t6=t (67)
(68)
Then, using v = O, which applies to equation (63), equation (65) becomes
(69)
Bodner (ref. 40) employed a parameter which, for pmderate-length cyl-
inders with the frame centroids at the shell surface, is
12(1- #)If
F= -1 (70)
t3
in which If does not include effective sheet.
. . . ___________ _ -— —- —.
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An expression for F relating to frames with centroids removed
from the shell surface, and including effective sheet, appears subse-
quently with the data on section properties.
Since If = Pf%f, thm eqmtion (70) becomes
F =12(1 - #) (.)(!$~ -1
()()tf Pf 2For large values of ~ ~ and v=(l,
()()tf Pf 2F =12TT
and equation (69) becomes
~ = 1.0@3/4Z#2
(’m
(72)
(73)
Equation (~) yields stresses which lie less than 10 percent below
those obtained from l?kdner’scurves for ~ = 100.
. .
For moderate-length isotropic cylinders equation (63) a~ees closely -
with the following result obtained by Batdorf:
utilizing & = t2/12. Differences in the values of’the constant are
due to Poisson’s ratio. The general instability stress for moderate-
length cylinders is virtually the same for external radial and hydro-
static pressure loadings, and consequently equations (63) and (~) are
applicable to both these conditions for ~ > 100.
Bodner cmpsxed his results with an analysis based upon Fl@ge’s
three orthotropic cylinder equations (the results of which are discussed
by Timosh&nko, ref. 53) and with the calculations of Kendrick (ref. 42).
Presumably the omissions in the theory of Salerno and Levine (ref. 41)
render it
psrison.
which ~
of questionable utility, since it was not included in the com-
The comparison was made on five cylinder designs for all of
=2,000 and 0<F<20. In general, the predicted stresses
.
.
—
- —.. .
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cover a range of roughly 15 percent about the average value with Bodner’s
method highest and Kendrick’s lowest. This would place equation (~)
slightly
-m
external
above the average.
Long @lillderS
general instability stress for a long
pressure is
‘Y =
3E(~)2
which folJxxrsdirectly from the result of Levy
of rings under inward radial load.
stiffened cylinder under
(75)
(ref. 55) for the buckling
When this expression is substituted into equation (64) utilizing
equations (65) through (68),
tf
where
()tf Pf 2F =12— —tt
.
For isotropic cylinders, F = tf/t =1 and
which agrees with the curves shown in Part III.
Section Properties
.
.
(76)
(v= 0) (77)
(v = o) (78)
Nominal section properties were emplqyed in deriving the buckling-
stress expressions presented in this section. The stiffener and frame
torsional rigidities and the sheet shear rigidi~ are absent from these
e~ressions, and consequently only the selection of stiffener and frame
effective sheet for area emd bending moment of inertia is necessary.
.--- .-—— .— -.... . —— -------
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As indicated in the precedhg explicit expressions for external
.
pressure general instability stress, the frame radius of gyration appar-
ently exerts the greatest influence. This is evident in equation (63) .
in which it appears to the 3/2 power, and in equation (75) in which it
is squared. Since the frame is subjectedto nomal loading in this
case, the effective sheet acting with the freme will influence the effec-
tive value of pf and, consequently, should be taken into account. This
may be done using
lie () 1/2f—=d ().5a (79)aY
which is a commonly used relation for finding effective width of com-
pressed plates.
The effective sheet acting with the axial stiffeners might be
assumed to be the full width between stiffeners for radial pressure
only, in snalogy with the treatment of the frame effective width for
bending as done by GALCIT. However, 1/4Uy is proportionalto (tf) ,
and consequently differences in the amount of effective sheet acting
with the axial stiffeners wouldbe minimizedby tLe l/4-power exponent.
Furthermore, in actual applications it is probable that lqdrostatic
loading will.be encountered. Consequently, it would appear reasonable
to find the axial stiffener effective sheet from
r)
l/2
‘es
‘Y
—=o.5—b ay (80)
Bodner (ref. 40) and Kendrick (ref. 42) presented methods for deter-
mining effective sheet acting with the frames of cylinders without axial
stiffening. The result is essentially equivalent to the results
obtained by using equation (79).
Bodner presented an expression for the frame parameter F which
includes
sheet as
the effect of eccentricity of the frame from the
follows:
12(1 - +’) [~+ tf(e - Z)~ aef
F=
()
3&2
+— l+—
t3
-d t2
center of the
-1 (81)
.—
IH
.
,,.
I
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By utilizing equation (79), this becomes
45
12(1- ~)[If+tf(e-E)2]
F=
t3 +(~y’2~+y).1 ,8,,”
which reduces to equation (70) when e
dy ~ ucrV”. When uy~ a~l,,
It should be
tive sheet.
and (83).
and ~ vanish, provided that
12(1- l/2V2)If
()
acry
F= +— -1
t2
‘Y
(83)
noted that If, as used by Bodner, does not contain effec-
This is enibodiedin the stress-ratio terms in egpations (82)
The buckling-stress expressions presented in equations (63) and (75)
were derived on the basis of nominal section properties. The effective-
width relations shown in equations (79) and (80) maybe used with these
equations.
TORSION.GENER4L 1NSTABILIT%
fitroduction
Investigation of stiffened circular cylinders in torsion was initi-
ated with the GALCIT test program (refs. 12 and 13). The buckling stress
was plotted as a function of a parameter, similar to that for bending,
which GALCIT derived on the basis of mpirical reasoning (ref. 13).
A theory for torsional general instability was developed by HsyaslrL
(ref. 45) utilizing an orthotropic Donnell equation similar to equa-
tion (2). Hayashi demonstrated that the parameters employed by Donnell
to relate the geometric properties and loading of an isotropic cylinder
(ref. 38) could be generalized to include the effects of orthotropicity.
..Whenthis is done, the behavior of isotropic cylinders in torsion beccmes
a special case. The curves derived by Donnel.1may be used for ortho-
tropic cylinders by using the generalized parameters in place of the
isotropic parameters. Hayashi’s treatment, therefore, covers the entire
length range.
~.,
.. . -...—— ...
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The theoretical results obtained by Hayashi are in implicit form.
.
In order to determine plasticity-reduction factors, to evaluate optimum
design under torsion loads, and to provide a simple relation between “1
loading and general instability stress, it is desirable to utilize an
explicit form of the instability stress relation. This was done in
reference 43 for moderate-lengbh and long cylinders. I
In the following discussions theory and test data are described
and compsred.
Theory
GALCIT en@oyed an empirical approach for cylinders in torsion com-
parable to that employed for cyldnders in bending. This procedure led
to the derivation of a parameter
%= (~f@7/8(b&/2(@4 (84)
which was selected as the independent variable. Correlation was sought
in terms of a relationship in the form
T
-=c~
E (b) -
Hayashi analyzed stiffened cylinders in torsion using a form of the
orthotropic Donnell equation similar to eqmtion (2) except for theI
I inclusion of Poisson’s ratio. The mathematical.solution utilizes the
generalized form of the parameters to be used on the curve of ks as a I
I
function of ~, which has been.re@oduced in figure 16. This curve was
first obta&d by Donnell (ref. 28) and later was revised by Batdorf,
Stein, and Schildcrout (ref. 56). I
!
The values of kt and ~ are given as follows for short and .1
I moderate-length orthotropic cylinders fabricated from one material:
~andvwwhere v are the orthotropic Poisson’s
(86)
(87)
ratios.
.
.
— . .
.isotropic case these reduce to the parameters
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For the
.
.
12TL2
%=-#-v2) (m
(89)
. .
corresponding curve in Part III.
in’reference 43 and shown in table 1
shown on the
The theoretical result derived
for general instabi~ty of moderate-length orthotr~pic circular cylinders
loaded in torsion is
T = Z46E(:)3’8(~~’8( f~/2 (90
for VW = VW = 0.
Equation (90) maybe written
$= 3.46%’ (9U
where
(92)%’
Since all the GALCIT test
1/4, then for comparison with the test data it is possible to relate
shearing stress to the section properties of the cylinders in the form
specimens were fabricated with R/L equal to
(93)
.
For long cylinders Hayashi obtained
T = 1.754(1- Vwvw )-314&)’&y’ (94)
_. ——--—_— ——
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which reduces to Donnell’s result for isotrapic
agrees with the ~ression h reference 43 for
cylinders and which
‘W=%=o”
Section Properties
Section properties for the cylinders loaded in torsion were deter.
mined by GALCIT on the basis of the best fit to the linear curve which
was sought, as described below. This fit was obtained when the sheet
was assumed to be fully effective in computing the stiffener and frame
cross-section moments of inertia.
The correlation between the mathematical theory and the test data
yielded best agreement when the effective widths of the sheet were deter-
mined utilizing the relations
‘es
b
‘%?
d
.
The test data obtained by
length cyli-s.> Observation
(95)
(96)
Test Data
GALCIT pertain exclusively to moderate-
of the behavior of the test spectiens
revealed-that in many cases buckling began in a small region-of the
cylinder and gradually extended over the entire cylinder as the load
was increased. Some of the cylinders supported twice the initial buck-
lAng stress before failure. The data reported herein, however, are con-
fined to failure. This information is tabulated in reference 13.
The highest failure shear stress recorded ti the GALCIT tests was
19,200 psi. A strong tension field existed in thts specimen at failure,
and, consequent~., the equivalent axial tension stress in the sheet was
approximately 38,000 psi. This corresponded to the proportional limit
of the sheet covering of this particular specimen, as obtained from
stress-strain curves. Stress-strain data for the stiffeners, frsmes,
and sheet revealed a proportional limit between 40 and ‘jOksi for the
sheet and between 30 and ~ ksi for the frsmes. Consegpently, it would
appear that the effects of plasticity on the general instability stress
were slight.
—- . . .. . . . . . . ..——. ______ ____
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Comparison
When shearing stress is
figure 17, it is found that
$
of Theory and Test Data
plotted as’a function of ~, as shown in
= o.56(~)0*m
.
(97)
which is different from the form of equation (~). The data scatter
about equation (97) is approximately 30 percent throughout the entire
stress range.
The curve obtained using equation (93) is cmrpared with the test
data in figure 18, which reveals agreement within a scatter of about
30 percent w to a stress level slightly greater than 10 ksi. The aver-
age curve through the data is 5 percent below theory. These results are
comparable to those obtained from torsion tests on isotropic cylinders,
reported in Part III, in which the data scatter between theory and
hO percent below, with an average 16 percent below.
The dropoff in the data below the average curve at stresses above
10 ksi appears to be related to tension-field action. Insufficient
data axe available to evaluate this effect. Furthermore, at torsional
shesring stresses approaching the upper limit of the data the effects
of plasticity begin to enter the picture.
TRANSVERSE-- (mNERAL INmILITY
Introduction
A theoretical analysis of transverse-shesr general instability has
not been published. However, it appears likely that the result for tor-
sion loading may be employed for shear loading with suitable modifica-
tion. Au appropriate factor utilizing the GALCIT data on cantilevered
cylinders and on cylinders loaded in torsion-is presented as follows.
Modification to Torsion Data
GALCIT t~sted $yI.indersin combined bending and transverse shear
(ref. 11) and reported that failure occurred either ina bending mode
or a shear mode. There did not appear to be any interaction. This
makes it possible to evaluate general instability in shear by comparing
these test data with those for torsion on corresponding cylinders.
..
.— .—— ———.—— .
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Four GALCIT moderate-length cylinders were reported to have failed
in Shesx. For these cylinders the shear stress at failure was computed
from
(98)
This stre$s was compared with the corresponding torsional failure stress
determined from
T
‘t=—
m%
It Was found that 0.98> ~> O.*, with an
These ratios are considerably lower than the
isotrc@ic cylinders in Part III.
(99)
average value at 0.92.
value of 1.6 reported for
Apparently it is possible
instability ti moderate-length
with a conservative 15-percent
to calculate transverse shear general
stiffened cylinders utilizing equ&tion (90),
reduction as indicated above as follows:
(loo)
The need for the reduction factor is uncertain in view of the
30-percent scatter in the torsion data and the small nmiber of trans-
verse-shear test specimens. In the absence of more reliable data, the
consemative expression, equation (LOO), could be used instead of
eqyation (go).
COMBINED BENDING
Information on general.
AND TORSIQN GENERAL
Introduction
INsrABILm
titabil.ity of stiffened circulAr cylinders
under conibinedbending and torsion is limited to e~erimental data
obtained by GAL(XT (ref. 12!). By means of these data it is possible to
derive an interaction equation for this load conibination. The data and
the resulting equation are discussed as follows.
.
.
.
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Interaction Equation
Structural interaction has been observed between the torsional.and
bending buckle patterns when these two loadings are applied simultaneously
to a stiffened circular cylinder. For an isotropic cylinder, the perti-
nent interaction equation was shown to be (ref. 3)
When GALCIT
was found.
(101)
applied this relation to the test data considerable scatter
The test points lay between the parabolic curve of equa-
tion (101) and the circular curve
(H+(%T=1 (102)
Because of this scatter and the difficulty of obtaining consistent
data on the buckled cylinders as a result of the”variations in buckle
pattern, the test data are plotted in figure 19 fn the form of T/T.
as a function of MA. The test data agree fairly well with the psra-
bolic interaction equation
()~2=1%+ K (103)
The separate loaiUngs ~ and To were obtained tire~m frm
test data,,as were the loads M smd T which were applied shul.ta-
neously. For design purposes the separate loadings may be obtained from
the general instability stresses which may be found in the sections
entitled “Bending General Instability” and “Torsion General Instability,”
together with the appropriate section properties of the cylinder. When
the permissible conibinationof applied loads is found, the individual
general.instability stresses may be found by reversing this process.
RmmwoFsrATE clFTHE ART
At this point it appears worthwile to review the state of the art
in the light of the data presented in this report.
.
.
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The sparse data amilable on buckling of stiffened curved plates
show an apparent decrease of buckling stress with curvature, which is
contrary to expectations. However, considerably more test data would
be reqpired in this sxea before general conclusions should be drawn.
.
.
As a result of the data presented in the previous sections, theory
and data for bending and torsional general instability of stiffened
cylinders have been brought into agreement. In addition, the correla-
tion between theory and test data for these two cases and the general
agreement of the results of the differential-equation solutions with
those based upon energy methods for external pressure loadings indicate
that a mathematical approach to the problem of general instability is
sound.
As was demonstrated herein, a useful tool for this purpose is the
orthotropic differential eqpation which corresponds to that derived by
Donneld.for isotropic cylinders. It was applied successfully to bending,
etiernal pressure, and torsional loadings and should be useful for other
problems tn general instability. In fact, it is reasonable to assume
that this type of equation provides a unified approach to the solution
of such problems.
Of particular interst is the result of the investigation of bending
general instability. It is evident, from the data presented in figure 6,
that the rigidity of the she= -carrying structure in the cylinder panels
has a strong influence upon the bending strength of a specific axial and
circumferential stiffener configuration. The data appear to lend credence
to the suggestion that the applicability of Taylor’s theory depends
strongly upon the choice of J. This theory would be Usefulain design
and analysis if some prior method were available to ‘detei’mineg so that
equation (31) could be applied without requiring a knowledge of the
buckle dimensions.
The significmce in the choice of J is emphasized by the gradual
trend towerd higher instability stresses as the shear-structurerigidity
increases. A particularly significant point appears to be the ratio of
the GALCIT test stresses to the PIBAL stresses with the principal cliffer-
ence between the two types of test specimens being the sheet-frsme
attachment.
The cylinders tested by GALCIT and PIBAL may be classified as built-up
-orthotro@c, in which the ‘elementattachmenfk influence the general insta-
bility stress. The effect of attachments would be eliminated in a mono-
lithic orthotropic structure, and if it were possible to derive a rela-
tion between Cc/@ and ~ for this case, it might be ewected to
provide sn upper limit for the curves in figure 6. Another limiting case
would be the isotropic cylinder, in which the shear-carrying structure
.,
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and the stiffener systems merge. Thus, two problems remain for bending
general instability. One involves determining the monolithic-cylinder
behavior and relating instability stress for built-up construction to
that for monolithic construction as a function of shear-carrying struc-
ture and attachment rigidity. The second requires defining the transi-
tion from monolithic stiffened construction to isotr~ic construction.
In confection with bending general citability, it is of interest
to note that the expressions derived by the Taylor and physical theories
reduce to the modified classical form
CEt
LTC=T (104)
whereas Hoff’s theory and the GALCIT empirical e~ressions do not lead
to such a result.
h examination of equations (63) and (75) for external pressure
loads indicates that the general instability stress for this case should
be relatively insensitive to the behavior of the sheer-cm struc-
ture and its interaction with the stiffening system.
The influence upon torsional general instability stresses of the
,
. shear-csrrying structure in the cylinder panels may be small. In this
case the sheet is the principal load-carrying material, and, consequently,
interaction with the axial qd cticumferential stiffeners does not appesr
.
to be important, as might be inferred from equations (90) and (91).
J These expressions were derived directly without assumptions as to the
effective sectton properties.
h summary, it appears that onIy in the case of bending instability
is the type of frsme-sheet connection important, and the effective tor-
sional rigidity differs significantly from the geometric section prop-
erty. Effectively, then, many of the points raised in the previous
sumary of the state of the @ have been resolved, for the most pqrtj
with the exception of the amount of nonlinearity in bending general
instability and the predictive accuracy of the theories for exkrnal
pressure on stiffened cylinders. --,
-.
The future work in this field should emphasize testing t~ permit
more reliable evaluation of the theories for curved stiffened panels in
compression and for stiffened cylinders in bending and under exteti ,
pressure. The’absence of these data prevents the unification achieved
.
.
.
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APPIZCA!JTONSECTION
This section contains a summary of the pertinent data for design
and analysis of stiffened curved plates and circulsr cylindrical she12s
which are subject to failure by instability. The information consists
of instability-stress expressions and references to data in this report.
A smmuwy of the properties of structural materials may be found in
Pert I of the HS.ndbook(ref. 1), in which stress-strain curves, Poisson’s
ratio, and cladding reduction factors are described and discussed. For
ready reference table 1 contains a summary of explicit expressions for
general-instability stresses of stiffened cylinders under torsion and
external pressure loadings.
Panel Instability of Stiffened Curved Plates
Axial Compression.- Data for stiffened flat plates are too few to
petit design recommendations. However, the approach of Secbler and
Dunn (ref. ~) msy be employed until more data sre available.
stlear.- The procedures developed by Kuhn and Griffith (ref. 47) are -
applicabk to this case.
Caibined She= and axial Coppression.- The stress-ratio equation
Rp+Rq2=l (Al)
is applicable, in which ~ is the ratio of the applied to the allowable
axial compression stress, and Rq is the corresponding qpantity for the
shear stresses.
General Instability of Stiffened Cylinders
Be-. - The general instability stress at the extreme compression
fiber of the stiffened cylinder may be found from the expression
“c=-
.. .—
(M)
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“
in the elastic range where C = 4.80 for
. between stiffeners,
.
C = 3.25 for frames
. between stiffeners, and where
frsmes attached
not attached to
~ (p@3/4(b~]-l/4c
R
55
to the sheet
the sheet
(A3)
The effective sheet for use with the -al stiffeners may be found
from
‘es (/)— = 0.5 u~c UC l/2b (A4)
while for the frsmes the total width d should be used. This result
is appUcabL? to cylinders for which L2/Rt ~ 100.
For inelastic stresses use of the secant modulus appears to be
applicable on the basis of the Zhnited test data avaihble.
optimum design for bending.- The optimm design of a stiffened
cylinder in bending requires that panel and general instability occur
.
.
.
Silltultaneously.The cover thickness for this condition is related to
the loading and geametry of the cylinder through tbe equation
The optimum frsme spacing may be found from
w%= (l&~~c’/4)2’5p/ti) 4’5(M/m3)’/5
In these equations ~ = 1.17 and Cf may be taken at 6.84 x 10-5.
The weight of the frsmes alone (no effective sheet included) is one-
fourth that of the effective cover.
Bending of cutout cylinders.- For a
-extreme compression fiber of a stiffened
-bending ma&nt mey be computed utilizing
cutout symnetric about the
cylinder, the pemnissible
the ratio
.
“
.
(A5)
(A6)
..—. —.— .—— — — —. - —.—
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.
[X - (e/2iJ - (1-/2)s~ e -
/
(I - cos e)l[fi - (e/2)]
MMO= (A7) .
Yc
[ 1)
El - cos e)/~1/2/[fi - (e/2j + cOs(e/2)
in which e is the total cutout angle and ~ is the bending moment
computed from the section properties of the complete cylinder and the
bending general instability stress obtained from equation (A2).
Pressure .-Explicit e~ressions for the general instability stress
for axially and circund’erentiallystiffened circular cylinders in
moderate- and long-length ranges are presented in table 1. For cyl-
inders with frsmes but no @al stiffeners figure 15 may be used, in
which all.length ranges are
The effective sheet to
ferential stiffener section
‘es
T=
Cuvered.
be used in computing the axial and circum-
properties may be found from the expression
Torsion.- Torsional general instabili~ shearing stress may be
compti~ng the explicit expressions in table 1 prtaining to the
diffe~nt length r&mges or by using figure 16 for all length ranges.
The effective sheet msy be found fram
‘es ‘ef
T ‘T=
These calculations would not apply
tension field that could introduce
the frames.
to shells in which there is a strong
significant secondary stresses into
Transverse shesr.- A conservatism calculation for vefiical-shesz
general instabi~ty shearing stress may be made by tiilizing the relation
‘s = O.85Tt (A8)
The torsional she- stress may be c-d from table 1.
.- —
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Ccmbined torsion and bending.- The interaction relation
57
(A9)
may be wed to compute the permissible combinations of applied torsion
and bending moments to a stiffened cylinder for which the separately
applied torsion To and moment ~ would produce general instability.
These loads may be computed using the instabili~-stress data above in
conjunction with the cylinder cross-section properties.
Combined transverse she= and bendi~. - There is no interaction
for this combination of transverse shear and bending loads. General
instability occurs only for either type of loading applied alone, and,
consequently,both types may be examined separately using the data
presented previously.
.
.
.
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Figure 11.- Locations of connection on GAICIT and PIBAL test cylinders.
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